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A driven and conceptual Fashion Visual Merchandising and Branding graduate from London College of Fashion, with a strong
understanding of contemporary trends and cultural contexts. A multi-disciplinary digital designer and slightly obsessed film enthusiast,
with a focus on branding, typography, visuals and website design; including a background in digital media and writing.
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ashvini98@yahoo.com

https://linktr.ee/menameisash


Alongside recently completing a Denim Minor programme at Amsterdam Fashion Institute where my team had the opportunity to collaborate with Tommy Jeans on a brand
extension; I also had the opportunity to intern at JW Anderson within their Creative Media department. Whilst there I was given the responsibility to conceptualise and
execute visual merchandising projects for their store, showroom spaces, WSS19 and MAW/PF19 runway sets; as well as develop their store concepts and seasonal display
props through digital graphics and liaising with suppliers. Furthermore, I also have experience working within visual merchandising and retail at Diane von Furstenberg,
Whistles, L'Occitanne and H&M.

I have experience working in fast-paced retail environments, which has trained me to work well under pressure and be a team player in order to achieve targets. Having
worked at H&M and Whistles, I have developed an ability to manage multiple tasks at once while being a professional; as well as learning how to delegate tasks efficiently
in order to get the work done. I am also a fast learner who takes the effort to learn about every aspect of the brand in order to provide highly detailed work that is tailored
to match the brand’s aesthetic, which is one of the most important parts of being a digital designer and visual merchandiser. 

From my experience as a Looks on Campus contributor at College Fashion where I was responsible for writing bi-monthly articles about campus style, I developed excellent
communication and organisational skills. Alongside that, I also owned a blog throughout high school where I taught myself how to run a blog, from creating a detailed
brand identity from scratch, to learning basic HTML coding in order create the blog's framework. Keeping up to date with deadlines while maintaining the brand’s voice
throughout was also an essential skill which I acquired from being an article contributor and from running the personal blog.

Alongside that, I also speak and write in fluent English and Bahasa Malaysia, and am currently trying to brush up on my French-speaking skills. I also have IT experience and
am used to working with both Microsoft and Adobe software packages which include Excel and Photoshop. I am also experienced with working on administration related
work as demonstrated during my time at university where I was tasked with creating budget spreadsheets, aesthetically pleasing presentations that complemented the
subject and much more.

If you have any further questions or require any additional information please don’t hesitate to email or call. Thank you for taking the time to read this, I hope you succeed
in finding the right candidate.

The following pages feature pieces of work that I

have done either within work experiences or projects

whilst at university.

HELLO THERE



Creative Media Internship at JW Anderson

Left: JW Anderson X MATCHESFASHION, 5 Carlos Place, London: JW Anderson X Gilbert & George Launch (December 2018)
Right: London Fashion Week SS19: JW Anderson Women's Spring Summer 2019 (September 2018)



Creative Media Internship at JW Anderson

JW Anderson Workshops, London (Left to Right)

London Fashion Week "SS19 Campaign Curtain" Installation (September 2018) & "Your Picture Our Future" Publication Launch Installation
(October 2018)



Creative Media Internship at JW Anderson

Left: JW Anderson X Dover Street Market Ginza, Japan : "Your Picture Our Future" Publication Launch Installation (October 2018)
Right: JW Anderson Showroom, Paris: JW Anderson Women's Spring Summer 201 9 Showroom (October 2018)



Fashion Visual Merchandising & Branding 2019/20: Year 3 : Term 2 & 3

Final Major Project

COULD THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MINORITY RACIAL REPRESENTATION WITHIN FASHION MEDIA INCREASE CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT WITH BRANDS?



Fashion Visual Merchandising & Branding 2017/18: Year 2 : Term 3

Fashion Visual Merchandising & Brand Development Project

London College of Fashion X Westfield : beyond FASHION



Fashion Visual Merchandising & Branding 2017/18: Year 2 : Term 2

Visual Brand Communications

OIÔBA : 80's Brasilia
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Fashion Visual Merchandising & Branding 2017/18: Year 1 : Term 1

The Principles of Visual Merchandising

Google Campus London : DECODE
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THANK YOU



ASHVINI  SIVAKUMAR
P R O F I L E

C O N T A C T + 447490215889 / +60179083796 

I'm a multi-disciplinary image maker & slightly obsessed film enthusiast, with a focus on branding, typography, visuals & website

design; with a background in digital media & writing. I'm also a Final Year Fashion Visual Merchandising and Branding student

at London College of Fashion, actively seeking a role or internship within the Branding, Tech or Marketing sectors.

ashvini98@yahoo.com 

l inkedin.com/in/menameisash 



My name is Ashvini Sivakumar and I am a multi-disciplinary image maker & slightly obsessed film enthusiast, with a focus on branding, typography, visuals & website design; with a

background in digital media & writing. I am additionally a Final Year BA (Hons) Fashion Visual Merchandising and Branding student at London College of Fashion.

Alongside recently completing a Denim Minor programme at Amsterdam Fashion Institute where my team had the opportunity to collaborate with Tommy Jeans on a brand extension; I

also had the opportunity to intern at JW Anderson within their Creative Media department. Whilst there I was given the responsibility to conceptualise and execute visual

merchandising projects for their store, showroom spaces, WSS19 and MAW/PF19 runway sets; as well as develop their store concepts and seasonal display props through digital

graphics and liaising with suppliers. Furthermore, I also have experience working within visual merchandising and retail at Diane von Furstenberg, Whistles, L'Occitanne and H&M.

I have experience working in fast-paced retail environments, which has trained me to work well under pressure and be a team player in order to achieve targets. Having worked at

H&M and Whistles, I have developed an ability to manage multiple tasks at once while being a professional; as well as learning how to delegate tasks efficiently in order to get the

work done.  I am also a fast learner who takes the effort to learn about every aspect of the brand in order to provide highly detailed work that is tailored to match the brand’s

aesthetic, which is one of the most important part of being a digital designer and visual merchandiser. 

From my experience as a Looks on Campus contributor at College Fashion where I was responsible for writing bi-monthly articles about campus style, I developed excellent

communication and organisational skills. Alongside that, I also owned a blog throughout high school where I taught myself how to run a blog, from creating a detailed brand identity

from scratch, to learning basic HTML coding in order create the blog's framework. Keeping up to date with deadlines while maintaining the brand’s voice throughout was also an

essential skill which I acquired from being an article contributor and from running the personal blog.

Alongside that I also speak and write in fluent English and Bahasa Malaysia, and am currently trying to brush up on my French speaking skills. I also have IT experience and am used to

working with both Microsoft and Adobe software packages which includes Excel and Photoshop. I am also experienced with working on administration related work as demonstrated

during my time at university where I was tasked with creating budget spreadsheets, aesthetically pleasing presentations that complemented the subject and much more.

Thank you for your time and consideration. I hope to be considered for the role and would be more than happy to discuss my profile and suitability further at your earliest convenience.

HELLO THERE
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